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Abstract: Wavelength-selective metamaterial absorbers in the mid-infrared range are 
demonstrated by using multiple tungsten cross resonators. By adjusting the geometrical 
parameters of cross resonators in single-sized unit cells, near-perfect absorption with single 
absorption peak tunable from 3.5 µm to 5.5 µm is realized. The combination of two, three, or 
four cross resonators of different sizes in one unit cell enables broadband near-perfect 
absorption at mid-infrared range. The obtained absorption spectra exhibit omnidirectionality 
and weak dependence on incident polarization. The underlying mechanism of near-perfect 
absorption with cross resonators is further explained by the optical mode analysis, dispersion 
relation and equivalent RLC circuit model. Moreover, thermal analysis is performed to study 
the heat generation and temperature increase in the cross resonator absorbers, while the 
energy conversion efficiency is calculated for the thermophotovoltaic system made of the 
cross resonator thermal emitters and low-bandgap semiconductors. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
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1. Introduction 
Metamaterials exhibit intriguing electromagnetic properties with flexibly tailored permittivity 
and permeability through engineering the geometrical shape and material composition of 
artificial meta-atoms [1]. One important application of metamaterials is perfect light 
absorbers and thermal emitters used for promising applications of energy harvesting, imaging, 
sensor, and optical communication [2–4]. Metamaterial perfect absorbers in the mid-infrared 
range are appealing to various applications such as thermal imaging system with spatial light 
manipulation [5], molecular or gas sensing with low cost [6,7], and thermophotovoltaics 
(TPV) with conversion efficiency exceeding the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit [8–11]. 
Thermal emitters play key roles in TPV systems with heat energy directly converted into 
electric power. Since the emissivity of a material equals to the absorptivity at equilibrium 
according to the Kirchhoff’s law [12], the thermal emission spectrum of a metamaterial at a 
certain temperature can be equivalently predicted by its light absorption spectrum. For TPV 
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system with relatively high-bandgap semiconductor such as GaSb (0.71 eV), it requires a 
narrowband metamaterial thermal emitter with resonant wavelength shorter than 1.75 µm and 
radiation suppression at other wavelengths for getting optimal conversion efficiency [13]. By 
considering the thermal stability, high temperature-enduring refractive metals (e.g. Ti [14], W 
[8], Pt [15,16]) and dielectrics (e.g. Al2O3 [7], TiN [17]) are preferred materials for 
constructing the metamaterial thermal emitters. 
In terms of the materials used, metamaterial absorbers can be mainly categorized into 
three types: all-metallic, metal-dielectric and all-dielectric metamaterial absorbers [18,19]. 
All-metallic micro-/nano-cavities or photonic crystal structures in 1D [20], 2D [21] and 3D 
[22] have been widely investigated for efficient light absorption, owing to the advantages of 
intrinsic thermal stability and enhanced photonic density of states. In contrast, all-dielectric 
structures are able to realize a narrow absorption window via surface phonon polaritons or 
inter-subband transitions [23,24]. Metal-dielectric metamaterials are known as perfect 
absorbers or emitters with the excitation of plasmonic magnetic resonance at certain 
wavelength [2,25–28]. The metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures are usually designed as a 
combination of a metallic ground plane, a dielectric spacer and a top patterned metallic layer 
with resonators. Various geometries have been designed to obtain wavelength-selective 
metamaterial absorbers with omnidirectional and polarization-independent properties, 
including simple multilayer [29], ring resonator [2], fishnet [30], patch resonator [25], cross 
resonator [26] and other complex structures [1]. Since the resonance wavelength of a single 
resonator highly depends on its geometrical design, methods have been developed by 
combining dual or multiple resonators with different sizes in one unit cell in order to obtain 
the multi-band or broadband absorption, including multi-width strips [27], multiple patches 
[28], cross resonators [26], disks [31] and mixture of cross and disk resonators [32], as well as 
stacked double ring resonators [33]. The metal-dielectric multilayers are also used to realize 
ultra-broadband absorption with either 1D gratings [34] or 2D trapezoid cavities [35] based 
on the stop-light waveguide theory and structured metamaterial absorber through multiple 
overlapping resonances [36,37]. 
In this work, wavelength-selective metamaterial absorbers in the mid-infrared range are 
demonstrated by using single-sized and double-sized unit cells of tungsten cross resonators to 
obtain single peak, dual-band and broadband near-perfect absorption (or emission) at mid-
infrared range. The design and optimization of metamaterial absorbers are discussed, 
followed by the experimental characterization of the absorption spectra. The underlying 
mechanism of near-perfect absorption in cross resonators is explained with the excitation of 
optical magnetic resonances for both TM and TE polarized incidence, and is further modelled 
by equivalent RLC circuit for intuitive understanding. Finally, potential applications at mid-
infrared range for metamaterial absorbers and emitters are analyzed through the thermal 
analysis for heat generation and temperature increase, as well as the energy conversion 
efficiency calculation for low-temperature TPV system based on low-bandgap 
semiconductors. 
2. Design and characterization of mid-infrared absorbers 
The designed metamaterial absorbers are composed of a top 50 nm-thick tungsten (W) layer 
patterned with cross resonators, a 200 nm-thick alumina (Al2O3) spacer layer and a 200 nm-
thick tungsten ground plane on a silicon substrate, denoted as th, td and tm, respectively. The 
thicknesses of top tungsten layer and spacer layer are selected to optimize the absorption 
performance and fabrication quality for the following absorber designs. The thick tungsten 
ground plane will effectively block the transmission so that the absorption is equal to unity 
minus the reflection. Figure 1(a) presents the schematics of single-sized unit cells of cross 
resonators A, B, C and D with the same geometrical parameters of period (P = 1500 nm) and 
arm width (w = 450 nm) but different arm lengths L of 0.87P, 0.77P, 0.67P and 0.57P, 
respectively. As shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(d), by combining two, three or four cross resonators of 
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different sizes in one double-sized unit cell, metamaterial absorber patterns of ADAD, 
ABCC, and ABCD are obtained for realizing flexibly tunable absorption band. 
Geometrical parameters of metamaterial absorbers are optimized with numerical 
simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics), by starting from a single-sized unit cell of cross 
resonator with P = 900 nm, L = 800 nm and w = 300 nm at normal incidence under averaged 
TE and TM polarizations. Figures 2(a)–2(c) give the simulated polarization-averaged 
absorption spectra of single-sized unit cells as functions of period, arm length and arm width, 
where two main absorption peaks are observed. The absorption peak at around 1.5 μm is due 
to the grating effect of coupled cross resonators, showing less dependence on the geometrical 
parameters of cross resonators. Another absorption peak at longer wavelength arises from the 
magnetic resonance of cross resonator, exhibiting a strong dependence on the period and arm 
length but not arm width. Moreover, Figs. 2(d)–2(f) show the absorption spectra of three 
different types of double-sized unit cells with patterns of ADAD, ABCC and ABCD by 
changing the unit cell period, where dual-band and broadband near-perfect absorption at mid-
infrared range are achieved. In experiment, the unit cell period of P = 1500 nm is used by 
considering a balance between high absorption and relatively wide bandwidth for double-
sized unit cells. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematics of the unit cells of wavelength-selective metamaterial absorbers with 
tungsten cross resonators. (a) Single-sized unit cells of cross resonators A, B, C and D with the 
same period P and arm width w but different arm length L. (b - d) The combination of two, 
three or four cross resonators of different sizes in one double-sized unit cell, forming the 
patterns of ADAD, ABCC, and ABCD, respectively. 
 
Fig. 2. Simulated polarization-averaged absorption spectra of metamaterial absorbers as 
functions of geometrical parameters at normal incidence, for single-sized unit cells with 
varying (a) period P, (b) arm length L and (c) arm width w, and for double-sized unit cells of 
(d) ADAD, (e) ABCC and (f) ABCD with varying period P. 
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 The W-Al2O3-W three-layer stack is grown by RF sputtering on a silicon substrate. The W 
is grown in Ar atmosphere at 6 mTorr pressure at a deposition rate of 0.75 Å / sec and the 
Al2O3 is grown in Ar atmosphere at 5 mTorr pressure at a rate of 0.08 Å / sec. The designed 
cross resonator patterns are fabricated with focused ion beam (FIB) milling on the top 
tungsten layer. Figures 3(a)–3(d) show scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the 
fabricated metamaterial absorbers with cross resonator array patterns of C, ADAD, ABCC 
and ABCD, with the geometrical parameters of cross resonators A, B, C and D described in 
Fig. 1(a). Due to the strong atomic bonding force and high hardness of W, the FIB milled W 
cross resonators have relatively rough side walls, compared with other metals such as Au 
[38], Ag [39] and Al [40,41]. Such imperfections in the fabrication process gives an averaged 
variation of ± 15 nm in the geometrical parameters of cross resonators different from the 
design. The absorption spectra of the metamaterial absorbers are obtained from the measured 
reflection spectra at normal incidence using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 
The measured reflection spectra are normalized with the reflection from a high-quality gold 
mirror. Numerical simulation is further conducted with the geometrical parameters of cross 
resonators obtained from the SEM images, where the permittivity of W and Al2O3 is from 
Rakic [42] and Kischkat [43], respectively. 
 
Fig. 3. SEM images of the fabricated metamaterial absorbers, showing the cross resonator 
arrays for unit cell patterns of (a) C, (b) ADAD, (c) ABCC and (d) ABCD. The scale bar inside 
the insert image is 1 µm. 
Figure 4 shows the experimental unpolarized absorption spectra (solid lines) at normal 
incidence for different unit cell patterns, where the simulated polarization-averaged 
absorption spectra (dashed lines) are also plotted for comparison. In Fig. 4(a), it shows the 
absorption spectra of single-sized unit cell patterns of A, B, C and D with P = 1500 nm and w 
= 450 nm but L = 0.87P, 0.77P, 0.67P and 0.57P, respectively. A near perfect absorption peak 
induced by the magnetic resonance of the cross resonator shows red shift with the increased 
arm length, allowing the widely tunable absorption band ranging from 3.5 µm to 5.5 µm, 
which differs from the almost fixed absorption peak at 1.73 µm due to the grating effect of 
coupled cross resonators. The deviation between the experimental and simulation results can 
be explained by the imperfect geometries in the fabricated cross resonators and the variation 
of permittivity. The influence of period is shown in Fig. 4(b) for the double-sized unit cell 
pattern ADAD. Two individual absorption peaks at longer wavelength arising from resonator 
A and D in the double-sized unit cell pattern ADAD exhibit red shift with the increased 
period and the fixed arm width, however, a mitigation of the absorption appears due to the 
reduced effective light-cross resonator interaction volume. Additionally, the improved 
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absorption has been observed by increasing the arm width w from 450 nm to 600 nm. The 
structure with larger arm width has higher fabrication tolerance, and the effect of roughness 
on absorption is less compared to the structure with smaller arm width. 
More continuous absorption bands are realized with the double-sized unit cell patterns of 
ABCC and ABCD, as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. With P = 1500 nm and w = 
600 nm, pattern ABCC shows an absorption band of around 900 nm with the absorption 
intensity over 0.9 (the maximum of 0.93). And the absorption band is about 1 μm (1.2 μm) for 
the absorption intensity over 0.88 (0.85) for pattern ABCD. Compared with the absorption 
spectra of pattern ABCC, the single-sized unit cell D slightly broadens the absorption band to 
the shorter wavelength range in pattern ABCD, but it also affects the absorption intensity due 
to the weak coupling with neighboring resonators. Furthermore, a near perfect absorption 
band is observed in experiment for pattern ABCD with P = 1100 nm and w = 450 nm, having 
the absorption intensity over 0.94 (the maximum of 0.96) from 3.22 µm to 4 µm. 
 
Fig. 4. Experimental (unpolarized) and simulated (polarization-averaged) absorption spectra at 
normal incidence for cross resonator arrays with different unit cell patterns. (a) A, B, C and D 
with P = 1500 nm and w = 450 nm but L = 0.87P, 0.77P, 0.67P and 0.57P, respectively. (b) 
ADAD with P = 1100 nm, 1300 nm and 1500 nm. (c) ABCC with different w but same P and 
L. (d) ABCD with different P The scale bar of the SEM image is 1 µm. 
3. Optical mode analysis and equivalent circuit model 
In Fig. 5, cross sections of magnetic field Hy distributions along the x-z plane across the unit 
cells are plotted under TM polarization (electric field is along x direction) at normal 
incidence, where the location of each cross section view is illustrated in Figs. 5(e1)-5(e4). 
Figures 5(a1)-5(a3) show the magnetic field distributions in unit cell pattern C at the 
wavelength of 4.17 µm and 1.73 µm, representing the first-order and high-order magnetic 
resonance modes along the horizontal cross arm along the x direction, respectively. The black 
arrows represent the direction and magnitude of the induced electric current density. The 
magnetic resonance arises from the antiparallel currents of electric charges in the W layers 
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excited by the incident light [2]. There is one induced current loop between the top W 
resonator and the ground plane for the first-order magnetic resonance at 4.17 µm in Fig. 
5(a1). For the high-order magnetic resonance at 1.73 µm in Fig. 5(a2), there are multiple 
induced current loops observed with the coupling between neighboring cross resonators. This 
type of resonance at short wavelength is related to the grating effect of coupled cross 
resonators, and the cross-talk effect between the neighboring cross resonators manifests itself 
by the connected induced current loops. Moreover, as shown in Figs. 5(b)-5(d), the first-order 
magnetic resonance and induced current loop are also found in the magnetic field 
distributions at longer wavelengths for double-sized unit cell patterns. The combination of the 
multiple first-order magnetic resonances in cross resonators with different sizes are 
responsible for the generation of absorption bands with different bandwidth and absorption 
intensity [25–27]. 
 
Fig. 5. Cross section view of the normalized magnetic field Hy distribution at different 
resonance wavelengths under TM polarization at normal incidence for the designed unit cell 
patterns of (a1 - a3) C, (b1 - b2) ADAD, (c1 - c3) ABCC and (c1 - c4) ABCD. The black 
arrows represent the induced current density. (e1 - e4) Schematics of the locations of cross 
sections in the designed unit cells. 
In order to develop further understanding of absorption performance, the dispersion 
relations of designed metamaterial absorbers are plotted through the simulated absorption 
spectra as a function of wave number 1λ−  and in-plane wave vector kx normalized with half 
of the reciprocal lattice vector kd = π / P . The results are shown in Fig. 6 for unit cell patterns 
of A, D, and ABCD under TM and TE polarization, respectively. It shows that there is almost 
no dependence of the absorption peak and band on the incident angle for the first-order 
magnetic resonances at long wavelengths larger than 2.5 μm (below 4000 cm−1), which is a 
significant advantage for absorber or emitter applications with omnidirectional requirements. 
However, for the high-order magnetic resonance at high wave number larger than 4000 cm−1, 
the absorption branch is strongly modified by the grating effect of coupled cross resonators, 
with the excitation of spoof surface plasmons [16,25,44,45]. The dispersion relation of 
surface plasmons is described as |kspp| = ( ω /c) 1 2 1 2/ ( )ε ε ε ε+ , where 1ε  and 2ε  denotes the 
permittivity of metal and dielectric, respectively. It is noted that spoof surface plasmons are 
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usually considered for 1D or 2D periodic metamaterials under TM polarization [44,46], 
however, spoof surface plasmons also exist under TE polarization for 2D case [45]. For a 2D 
periodic metamaterial absorber, to excite spoof surface plasmons, momentum matching 
condition (i.e. kspp = k||, inc + kg) must be achieved at a specific wavelength. k||, inc = kx,inc 

 +x  
ky,inc, 

 y  representing the wave vector of the tangential component of the incident light in the 
x-y plane. kg is the reciprocal lattice vector of the Bloch wave for the grating with kg = 
 
2πm / P 2πn / P+x y , where m and n are the grating diffraction order along the x and y 
direction, respectively. The wave vector of spoof surface plasmons is then a function of unit 
cell period and incident angle, which is observed in Fig. 6. The excitation of different 
diffraction orders of spoof surface plasmons depends on the incident polarization. For TM 
polarized incidence with only kx,inc, |kspp| = |kx,inc + | 2πm / P  with kx,inc = ( ω /c)sin θ  and the 
assumption of n = 0. The branches with diffraction orders of m = ± 1 are plotted with white 
dashed lines in Figs. 6(a1)–(c1) from the theoretical dispersion relation. In addition, the 
diffraction orders with m = 0 and n = ± 1 are shown under TM polarization following the 
relation of |kspp| = 2 2(ωsinθ / c ) (2πn / P)+ , which are attributed to the electric field 
component along the y direction of the diffracted wave. Furthermore, in Figs. 6(a2)–6(c2), the 
diffraction orders with m = 0 and n = ± 1 are plotted under TE polarization where the above 
dispersion relation is still followed, where the incident electric field is dominant along y 
direction with kx,inc = 0. The dispersion curve shows blue shift with the increased incidence 
angle for the TE case. The above dispersion analysis explains the strong interactions between 
the high-order magnetic resonances of neighboring cross resonators and the excitation of 
spoof surface plasmons at short wavelength range [45,47]. 
 
Fig. 6. Dispersion relation of unit cell patterns of A, D, and ABCD under (a1 - c1) TM and (a2 
- c2) TE polarization, respectively. The white dashed lines are obtained from the grating 
dispersion relations at different diffraction orders. 
In order to obtain an intuitive description of the underlying mechanism for magnetic 
resonance characteristics, the designed cross resonators are analyzed with the equivalent RLC 
circuit model [48,49] to model not only the first-order magnetic resonance and its coupling 
but also the impedance of the effective multilayer stack. Figure 7(a) shows the equivalent 
RLC circuit model of the single-sized unit cell pattern C. The total impedance ZC is composed 
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of the impedance from unit cell pattern ZC0 and the impedance of the effective multilayer 
stack Zms. For ZC0, two types of capacitance are considered, the parallel capacitance between 
the top W resonator and ground plane Cd = 1 0 dε εφ  (2Lw-w2)/td and an approximated gap 
capacitance between neighboring resonators Cg = 2 0 dε εφ  wth/(P-L), where 0ε  is the 
permittivity in the free space, 1φ  and 2φ  are numerical factors to approximate the non-
uniform distribution of charges due to the induced electric currents [48,49]. Furthermore, Lm 
is employed to represent the mutual magnetic inductance from stored magnetic energy 
between the top W resonator and the ground plane, while Lk accounts for the kinetic 
inductance induced from the kinetic movement of free charge carriers inside the W layers. Lm 
= 3 0µφ  Ltd/w with the permeability of free space, 0µ , and the numerical factor, 3φ , to rectify 
the geometrical approximation. Lk can be derived from the complex kinetic impedance Zk = 
Rk - ωi Lk with Zk = L/(Aeff σ ) and Aeff = 4φ  w λ /(2 πκ ). Aeff denotes the effective area 
across 
 
Fig. 7. Equivalent RLC circuit model of the designed unit cells of cross resonators. (a) Single-
sized unit cell of C. (b) Double-sized unit cell pattern of ABCD. (c) Unpolarized absorption 
spectra obtained from experiment and equivalent RLC model at normal incidence for unit cell 
patterns of C, ADAD, ABCD and ABCD. (d) The real and imaginary parts of normalized 
impedance calculated from equivalent RLC model. The dashed line is at the impedance of 1. 
the induced current path obtained from the multiplication of arm width and skin depth of W, 
with the extinction coefficient [50] and the numerical factor 4φ . The complex conductivity of 
W reads σ σiσ = + ' " , where 0σ mωε ε=
"'  and 0σ mωε ε= −
''  are derived from Maxwell’s 
equations by considering the conduction current density and displacement current density 
[50]. Therefore, Rk and Lk can be solved from the real part and imaginary part of Zk, 
respectively. Additionally, the impedance of the effective multilayer stack Zms can be 
calculated from the impedance transformation method [51]. This method is based on the 
recursion relation of Zj = η j  (Zj+1 + i η j  tankjdj) / ( η j  + iZj+1tankjdj), j = 2, 1, with the 
initialization of Z3 = 3η , where η j  = 0 0/ ( )jµ ε ε  expresses the intrinsic impedance of the 
jth layer with thickness dj and refractive index nj. The impedance of vacuum is 0Z  = 
0 0/µ ε . kj is the wave vector at the jth layer with kj = njk0, where k0 denotes the wave vector 
in free space. The impedance of the effective multilayer stack is then obtained by the relation 
Zms = 5φ Z1, where 5φ  is numerical factor to account for the influence from the cross resonator 
pattern in the effective multilayer stack assumption. Finally, the total impedance of single-
sized unit cell pattern C is obtained by Zc = Zms + (Zk + ωi Lm) / [1 + ωi  Cg(Zk + ωi Lm) ] + 2 
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/ ( ωi Cd). As shown in Fig. 7(b), regarding the impedance of multiple cross resonators, a 
parallel circuit connecting each single-sized unit cell is employed to evaluate the coupling 
effect of multiple resonances for the double-sized unit cell patterns of ABCD, with the 
impedance of each cross resonator denoted as ZA0, ZB0, ZC0 and ZD0, respectively. To simplify 
the problem, a homogenization assumption is used by setting the same value for each type of 
numerical factor ( 1φ , 2φ , 3φ , 4φ ), and the same value for gap capacitance between neighboring 
resonators with Cg = 2 0 dε εφ  wth/deff, where the effective distance deff = [(2P – LA – LB) + (2P 
– LB – LC) + (2P – LC – LD) + (2P – LA – LD)]/4. The total impedance of the whole unit cell 
pattern of ABCD reads ZABCD = Zms + (1/ZA0 + 1/ZB0 + 1/ZC0 + 1/ZD0). The absorption 
spectrum is consequently calculated by A = 1 – [(ZABCD – Z0) / (ZABCD + Z0)]2. Figure 7(c) 
plots the equivalent RLC model calculated unpolarized absorption spectra for metamaterial 
absorbers with unit cell patterns of C, ADAD, ABCC and ABCD, respectively, showing a 
good agreement with the measured results. Accordingly, Fig. 7(d) shows the real and 
imaginary parts of the total effective impedance Ztotal of the designed metamaterial absorbers, 
normalized by the Z0 of free space. The absorption performance can be alternatively 
explained through the impedance match theory [4]. When Ztotal/Z0 approaches 1, there is no 
reflected wave and a strong absorption band will appear in the absorption spectrum. 
4. Thermal analysis for absorbers and energy conversion efficiency for 
emitters 
As the incident light wave is coupled into the metamaterial absorber, heat is generated due to 
the optical loss of the W layers and the time-averaged dissipative energy density per unit 
volume is written as Qh = ( ) 20 | | /2mε ωε ω" E , where E is the electric field and mε"  is the 
imaginary part of the metal [52,53]. Figure 8 shows the distributions of the time-averaged 
dissipative energy density at the cross section of the top W layer for the designed 
metamaterial absorbers at different resonance wavelengths, with green arrows describing the 
direction and magnitude of the Poynting vector. The power dissipation density distributions in 
Fig. 8 are obtained with TM polarized normally incident light with the power of 22.2 µW/µm2 
for each type of metamaterial absorber. From the top view of the unit cell pattern of C at two 
resonance wavelengths in Figs. 8(a1) and 8(a3), the optical energy flow inside the W cross 
resonators at certain resonant wavelengths generate heat. The cross sections in Figs. 8(a2) and 
8(a4) show the optical energy penetration inside the absorbers and both the W resonator and 
ground plane contribute to the heat generation through dissipative loss. Similar dissipation 
process happens for metamaterial absorbers with double-sized unit cell patterns of ADAD, 
ABCC and ABCD, as seen in Figs. 8(b1)-8(b2), 8(c1)-8(c3) and 8(d1)-8(d4), where the 
specific energy dissipation distribution inside each type of unit cell at certain resonance 
wavelength is observed. 
The generated heat Qd serves as the heat source in the transient heat transfer equation 
/  ( )p c dC T t k T Qρ∂ ∂ +∇ ⋅ − ∇ = , where pC ,  ρ , ck , are the material dependent specific heat 
capacity, density and thermal conductivity, respectively. To simplify the heat transfer 
analysis, the steady-state heat transfer is considered by setting the time derivative component 
as zero. This equation has been proved valid for a nanoscale material system, however, the 
parameter of thermal conductivity needs to be modified accordingly for thin films [53–56]. It 
has been theoretically and experimentally pointed out that the thermal conductivity of a thin 
film at the nanoscale dramatically decreases since the interfacial scattering effects between 
similar or dissimilar materials inside the structure significantly impede the vibrational energy 
transfer across the interfaces [55]. To simplify the problem, specific heat capacity and density 
can still be the same as bulk material. Thermal parameters used in this work are listed in 
Table 1 [53–56]. To solve the heat transfer problem, proper boundary conditions are imposed 
on the designed metamaterial absorber. At the bottom of the 100 µm-thick silicon substrate, a 
Dirichlet boundary condition is used by setting a constant temperature T = T0, where T0 is the 
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room temperature of 300 K. Following the boundary conditions used in [53], the heat 
generation and temperature distribution is solved for metamaterial absorbers using COMSOL 
Multiphysics. 
 
Fig. 8. Time-averaged optical power dissipation density Qh (W/m3) distributions at the cross 
section (x-y plane) of top W layer for unit cell patterns of (a1, a3) C, (b1, b2) ADAD, (c1 - c3) 
ABCC and (d1 - d4) ABCD at different resonance wavelengths under normal incidence. Cross 
section (x-z plane) of single-sized unit cell pattern of C is shown in (a2) and (a4). Green 
arrows show the direction and magnitude of Poynting vector. 
 
Fig. 9. Temperature distributions for unit cell patterns of (a1, a2) C, (b1, b2) ADAD, (c1 - c3) 
ABCC and (d1 - d4) ABCD at different resonance wavelengths under TM polarized normal 
incidence. It is noted that the incident optical power density is 22.2 µW/µm2 and the 100 µm-
thick silicon substrate is not shown. 
Figure 9 shows the calculated steady-state temperature distributions in cross resonators 
generated by heat source from the dissipative energy for metamaterial absorbers with unit cell 
patterns of C, ADAD, ABCC and ABCD at different resonance wavelengths. It is noted that 
the 100 µm-thick silicon substrate is not shown in the plot. For a single-sized unit cell pattern 
of C shown in Figs. 9(a1)-9(a2), a temperature variation range from 315 K to 320 K is found 
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at λ =  4.17 µm and the highest temperature appears in the horizontal arm of the W cross 
resonator. A similar temperance range is found at λ =  1.73 µm but with the highest 
temperature in the vertical arm of the W cross resonator. The magnitude of temperature 
distribution is consistent with the time-averaged dissipative energy density Qh serving as the 
heat source. For the double-sized unit cell patterns of ADAD, ABCC and ABCD, high 
temperature regions are distributed in the specific W cross resonators at certain resonance 
wavelengths. When comparing the temperature distribution of single-sized unit cell patterns 
of C at λ =  4.17 µm (with maximum T of 313 K and minimum T of 308 K) with double-
sized unit cell pattern of ABCD at λ =  4.18 µm (with maximum T of 314 K and minimum T 
of 306 K), one can find a relatively higher maximum temperature but a lower minimum 
temperature for the double-sized unit cell pattern, which is due to the coupling effects 
between neighboring cross resonators and hence a different heat dissipation environment for 
each type of unit cell pattern. 
Table 1. Physical properties of materials for heat transfer analysis 
 
ρ (kg m−3) pC  (J kg
−1 
K−1) 
ck (W m−1 
K−1)  
Tungsten 19300 132 
52.2 (thickness, 200 nm) 
17.4 (thickness, 50 nm) 
Alumina 3970 765 1.6  
Silicon 2330 712 148  
Air 1 353 [K] / T 0.03  
The designed W-based metamaterial absorbers and emitters can advance promising 
applications in thermal energy harvesting such as thermal photovoltaic (TPV) cells at the 
mid-infrared wavelength range. Different from conventional solar cells, many types of heat 
sources are available for TPV cells such as high-temperature combustion processes (typically 
above 2000 K) and low-temperature waste heat sources (typically in 600 K ~1300 K) from 
industries of glass, steel and paper [57,58]. High-temperature TPV cells are still difficult to 
implement in practice mainly due to the requirement of high-temperature enduring materials 
and thermal management [57]. Low-temperature TPV cells are important for energy recovery 
from waste heat sources and have been experimentally explored with low-bandgap 
semiconductor of InAs (0.32 eV) [58]. Alternative selections of low-bandgap semiconductors 
(0.18 eV – 0.35 eV), for instance, InSb (0.18 eV) [59], SnTe (0.18 eV) [60], PbTe (0.19 eV) 
[61], PbSe (0.26 eV ~0.29 eV) [62,63], InAsSb (0.29 eV) [64] and GaInAsSbP (0.35 eV) 
[65], have also been reported for designing practical low-temperature TPV cells. 
The common configuration of the TPV cell has been schematically shown in the literature 
[8,13]. The energy conversion efficiency of TPV cells is mainly determined by both the 
thermal emission spectrum of the emitter and the semiconductor selection as pointed out from 
the detailed balance efficiency [8,10,66]. To simplify the problem, the photon recycling 
process of sub-bandgap photons or re-emitted photons can be ignored, which is considered as 
an improvement of the overall conversion efficiency [8]. It assumes that the quantum 
efficiency of the semiconductor exactly cuts off at the bandgap energy ( gE ). Each photon 
with energy (ζ ) greater than the bandgap energy can excite an electron-hole carrier pair with 
energy of gE . The overall conversion efficiency of TPV cell η  is evaluated as the fraction of 
converted electrical power to input power from thermal emitter, described by 
( , ) ( , ) ( )g g opU T E T E M Vη ν=  [8], where U  is the ultimate conversion efficiency which 
imposes a cutoff on the irradiance power allowing to be converted from thermal emitter, ν  
takes account into the recombination process, and M  presents the consideration on 
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maximizing the overall conversion efficiency of the TPV cell by optimizing the selection of 
open-circuit voltage ( opV ). As defined in [8], 
 ( )
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where ( ) ( ) ( ), ( , , ) / 2m TE TEE A Aζ θ ζ θ ζ θ= < > + < >  is the emissivity obtained from 
polarization and incident angle averaged absorption spectra according to the Kirchhoff’s law, 
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ζ= −  is the spectral radiance of an ideal blackbody. It finds that 
the ultimate efficiency is highly dependent on the operating temperature and bandgap energy, 
which is essentially related with the power that can be used for electric generation. Optimum 
useful power is obtained when emissivity of designed selective emitter is matched to that of a 
blackbody. However, taking account into the recombination process and actual difference 
between open-circuit voltage opV  and bandgap voltage gV , ultimate efficiency is reduced by 
the second term, expressed as [8] 
 ( ) ,  /  / ln ( , ) / ( , )g op g c g e g c c gT E V V V V fQ T E Q T Eν  = =    (2) 
Bandgap voltage is written as /g gV E e= , where e is an electron’s charge; initial cell voltage 
at cell temperature Tc is written as /g gV E e= . The non-ideality factor f  is usually set as 0.5 
to consider the influence from non-radiative recombination and non-unity absorption in the 
TPV cell [8]. For the TPV cell, the fraction of incident photon number flux resulting from the 
designed emitter and an ideal blackbody at temperature of Tc reads [8] 
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The last consideration is on impedance matching term M, aiming at maximizing the 
conversion efficiency by optimizing the selection of open-circuit voltage. The expression is 
given by [8] 
 2 / (1 )( ln(1 ))mzm m m mM z z e z z
− = + − + +   (4) 
where mz  is solved from the relation ( )ln 1  / m m op cz z V V+ + = . 
Figure 10 plots the distributions of ultimate efficiency U  and overall conversion 
efficiency η  as functions of the thermal emitter temperature and semiconductor bandgap 
energy. Compared to the unit cell pattern of D in Fig. 10(b1), the high U  region (over 0.5) 
for the unit cell pattern A in Fig. 10(a1) is shifted to the area with lower bandgap energy and 
lower operating temperature. This is mainly because the energy matching condition between 
the wavelength-selective emissivity spectrum of the thermal emitter and the temperature 
dependent blackbody radiation spectrum [8]. The center emission wavelength for the emitter 
with unit cell pattern of A is around 5.5 μm (0.225 eV), which corresponds to the blackbody 
temperature of 530 K, giving the maximum U  over 0.5 at temperature below 1000 K (even 
as low as 500 K) and semiconductor bandgap energy below 0.21 eV. While the emitter with 
unit cell pattern of D has the center emission wavelength around 3.5 μm (0.354 eV) 
corresponding to the blackbody temperature of 830 K, the maximum U  over 0.5 is located at 
temperature above 1150 K and semiconductor bandgap energy above 0.24 eV. Due to the fact 
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that resonance wavelength of the emitter is located in the mid-infrared range, U  is lower than 
the reported design in the near-infrared range [8], but the current thermal emitter design 
exhibits the advantage of operating at low temperature. For instance, an overall conversion 
efficiency η  of 0.1 at temperature 685 K or η  of 0.2 at temperature 1080 K can be enabled 
by using InSb (0.18 eV) with the unit cell pattern of A in Fig. 10(a2). Also, the similar η  
value can be achieved by using InAsSb (0.29 eV) with the unit cell pattern of D in Fig. 10(b2) 
at a relatively higher temperature. For the unit cell pattern of D, at the working temperature of 
1800 K, η  of 0.31 is obtained which is the same as the Shockley-Queisser limit of traditional 
solar cells. In Fig. 10(c1), the emitter with double-sized unit cell pattern of ABCD shows a 
region with U  over 0.5 at lower bandgap energy because of the dominssant contribution 
from the unit cell pattern of A with the resonance wavelength around 5.5 µm. Also, one can 
find in Fig. 10(c2) that the double-sized unit cell enables the TPV cells to operate at low 
emitter temperature with low semiconductor bandgap energy at the same time for achieving 
the same overall conversion efficiency. Therefore, the current mid-infrared metamaterial 
emitters based on multiple W cross resonators are promising in low-temperature waste heat 
recycling for low power electronic products. 
 
Fig. 10. Ultimate conversion efficiency (U) as the function of thermal emitter temperature and 
the semiconductor band gap energy for unit cell patterns of (a1) A, (b1) D and (c1) ABCD. 
Overall conversion efficiency (η ) of the TPV system for unit cell patterns of (a2) A, (b2) D 
and (c2) ABCD. 
5. Conclusion 
In summary, single-sized and double-sized unit cells patterns with tungsten cross resonators 
have been demonstrated to realize wavelength-selective metamaterial absorbers and emitters 
in the mid-infrared range, with near-perfect single absorption peaks tunable from 3.5 µm to 
5.5 µm and broadband absorption with bandwidth of about 1 µm within the wavelength range 
from 3 µm to 5.2 µm. The obtained absorption peak is mainly explained by the magnetic 
resonance supported in the cross resonator unit cells and the dispersion relation of unit cell 
array under both TM and TE polarizations. An equivalent RLC circuit model is developed to 
study the characteristics of absorption and impedance spectra for different unit cell patterns 
based on the magnetic resonance. Furthermore, heat generation and dissipation is analyzed for 
absorber applications. Thermal energy conversion efficiency is also calculated for realizing 
feasible TPV systems based on mid-infrared thermal emitter operating at low temperature 
with low-bandgap semiconductors for applications of low power electronics. 
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